Abstract

Mobile computing allows omnipresent and incessant access to computing resources while the users is on the move In the recent years the mobility issues is one of the most significant development and effect the converging areas of computing and telecommunications The way to compute and communicate is changing rapidly. Failure that are rare with fixed hosts become common , host disconnection and mobility makes the fault detection & message coordination difficult. The various distributed applications of mobile / wireless environments are e-commerce , national defense , emergency & disaster management, telecommunications , the background studies report that snapshot is the technique used to tolerate failures in distributed system and
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thus well suited for mobile environments. There are different approaches for failure free executions of a nodes providing fault tolerance to the existing distributed system without fault tolerance, the application programs or software executing in a multiprocessor environment in a distributed system could fail entirely if even a single process executing part of it. An efficient recovery mechanism for distributed mobile environment is required to maintain the continuity of computation in the event of node failure. During the study it has been analyzed, to meet the requirement of mobile environment the recovery algorithm should meet the low energy consumption, reduced storage overhead having low communication & bandwidth constraints.
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